International seminar: Metropolitan policies and indicators of social cohesion
CIDOB, Jordi Maragall room - 27 June 2019, Barcelona

Agenda

- 9:00 am – 9:15 am Opening
  - Mr Pol Morillas, Director of CIDOB
  - Mr Octavi de la Varga, Metropolis Secretary General

- 9:15 am – 10:15 am Presentation of the study on metropolitan indicators carried out by the LSE with the support of Metropolis
  - Mr Octavi de la Varga, Metropolis Secretary General
  - Mr Nuno Ferreira Da Cruz, LSE-Cities

- 10:15 am – 10:45 am Coffee break

- 10:45 am – 12:00 pm Panel 1: Metropolitan quality of life policies
  - Introduction: “Tools to build efficient public policies to promote quality of life” by Ms Marina Subirats, Sociologist
  - Metropolitan data, Ms Silvia Llorente, Metropolis Women
  - Quality of Life Survey of Gauteng City Region Observatory, Dr Julia de Kadt, senior researcher
  - Moderated by Ms Maria Cortada, Technical office, Metropolitan Governance and Prospective, PEMB

- 12:00 noon – 1:15 pm Panel 2: Metropolitan social cohesion policies
  - Introduction: Presentation of the Policy Brief on the pillar of social rights prepared by CIDOB for the EMA, by Ms Eva Garcia, Senior Researcher and Scientific Coordinator of the Global Cities Programme
  - Metropolitan data, Mr Eugeni Villalbí, Metropolis Observatory
  - Re-city platform, Mr Marc Tataret, researcher of Metropolitan Observatory in Social Sustainability
- Inclusive metropolitan public space policies, **Mr Ramon Torra**, AMB Manager
- Moderated by **Mr Sergio Porcel**, Head of Social and Urban Cohesion Department of IERMB

- 1:15 pm – 2:15 pm **Lunch**

- 2:15 pm – 3:30 pm **Panel 3**: Governance mechanisms for citizen participation in metropolitan environments
  - **Introduction**: "From the municipality to the metropolis. The change of scale in participatory mechanisms and processes" by **Mr Marc Martí**, Head of Governance and Public Policies Metropolitan data of IERMB
  - **Mr Eugeni Villalbí**, Metropolis Observatory
  - Office de Consultation Publique de Montréal, **Ms Dominique Ollivier**, President
  - Urban Brussels, **Mr Philippe Perieuse**, director of the Direction of Urban Regeneration.
  - Moderated by **Mr Agustí Fernández de Losada**, Director of CIDOB’s Global Cities Programme

- 3:30 pm – 3:45 pm **Conclusions**